Warlock (GOO) L4
CLASS & LEVEL

Rezza "Rex" Xander
CHARACTER NAME

Noble

Ulrikke

BACKGROUND

PLAYER NAME

Lizardfolk

CN

4620

RACE

ALIGNMENT

EXPERIENCE POINTS

INSPIRATION

STRENGTH

7

15
2

ARMOR
CLASS

PROFICIENCY BONUS

+2

30

INITIATIVE

SPEED

1. I don't like to get hands dirty
2. If you hurt me I will destroy
you
PERSONALITY TRAITS

-2
DEXTERITY

●

13
+1

●

-2

Strength

5

Dexterity

1

Constitution

1

Intelligence

6

Wisdom

3

Charisma

CONSTITUTION

Hit Point Maximum 30

Responsibility
CURRENT HIT POINTS

My group

SAVING THROWS

TEMPORARY HIT POINTS

12
1

Acrobatics (Dex)

2

Animal Handling (Wis)

1

Arcana (Int)

-2

Athletics (Str)

●

5

Deception (Cha)

●

3

History (Int)

2

Insight (Wis)

5

Intimidation (Cha)

WISDOM

1

Investigation (Int)

14

2

Medicine (Wis)

1

Nature (Int)

2

Perception (Wis)

3

Performance (Cha)

5

Persuasion (Cha)

1

Religion (Int)

2

Sleight of Hand (Dex)

4

Stealth (Dex)

4

Survival (Wis)

+1
INTELLIGENCE

12
+1

●

+2
CHARISMA

16
+3

●

Total 4

SUCCESSES

d8
NAME

DEATH SAVES

0

1d6 (bite)

Lcrossbow 3

1d8

2xdagger

1d4+4

4

prof: simple weapons
20 bolts:
Cantrip: Eldritch Blast 1d10 force
spell: Dissonant whispers 3d6 psychic +
move as far away as possible on wis save
fail otherwise half 3d6.
spell: Hex +1d6 damage on successful
attack + 1 ability of choice has
disadvantage (upto 1h)
Spell: Chill Touch 1d8 (2d8 L5)
ATTACKS & SPELLCASTING

PASSIVE WISDOM (PERCEPTION)

Common
Draconic
Dwarvish

I tend to read into things
FLAWS

ATK BONUS DAMAGE/TYPE

hungry jas

CP

BONDS

FAILURES

HIT DICE

SKILLS

12

IDEALS

133

1. 30ft of swimming speed
2. 15min hold breath
3. Hungry jaws: bonus action
in battle 1/short rest temp hit
points = constitution (+1)
4. Sneaky survivalist 2x
proficiency bonus on dex and
wis saves
5. Cunning artisan (short rest
to items from slain beast to
create shield, club, javelin,
1d4 darts, need dagger)
attack bonus: light crossbow
+2 (prof) +1(dex)
melee attack bonus action
+2 prof - 2 strength

SP

EP

GP

PP

OTHER PROFICIENCIES & LANGUAGES

EQUIPMENT
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FEATURES & TRAITS

14

6ft4in

AGE

CHARACTER NAME

Blue-green depending on light

greenish brown

scales

SKIN

HAIR

NAME

SYMBOL

ALLIES & ORGANIZATIONS

Warlock by family fate: when the
crater of Codotha was created the
star of Myentira in the Entric
constellation fell and with in the spirit
of Myentria. My family was spared to
fulfill Myentira's wish to return to the
night sky (unknown to me). In return
my family have (unknown to me at
this time) been the rulers of the
Swamps of Cordotha. My family have
scoured the lands to collect the
missing star pieces. When I was born
(again unknown to me) a riot had
risen against my family that was
killed. I was sent away to fulfill our
family's destiny and one day to return
to set the lands free and get my true
scale colors back(unknown to me).
When I look up at the night sky I feel
a urging and a calling I can't explain.
my signet ring that belomg to my
nobel family is the true scale color of
Icy blue, but it will not be revealed to
me before I stand as ruler of my
lands (however people claim to
sometimes, in situations where
influence is needed, see my scales
slightly flash in blue)

CHARACTER BACKSTORY

WEIGHT

EYES

L1: otherworldly Patron, Pact
Magic and Awakened mind:
telepathic communication 30ft
visual
L2: Eldrich evocations:
disguise self (mask
of many faces)
Agonizing blast
(charm to damage eldrich blast)
L3: Pact of the book
L4:
L5:

CHARACTER APPEARANCE

215 lb

HEIGHT

Was raised in the orphanage with the others, run by Glenn a gnome priest of Lathander (was
accused of killing the lord Heinrich Rivenhall father 20 years previously of when we re-met)
I lived (before this) around the iron mining square, where I worked helping with mineralist
with mining focus, I traveled the land to learn minerals and rocks. To look for the "right" rocks
and earned money helping the nobel familes. I know the families in power and the structures
that run the city.
In ciderfall we left Arik Bell in charge after the burogomeister was killed by the mop.
In Antiacus the prevailing faith is the Silver flame with a temple.
To heal the warewolf curse/poision we need either a very potent healing potion or by
collecting the flower called wolfspane around the snowy peaks forest (it is a blue and white
petals)
Captain Brasallis (Brass) and Mack Nagle ordered stuff for the cellar obstacles.
wizard of Lakksa in Antaticus have been instrumental in the the Horn and Book spells lives
on the 2nd floor of a building.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES & TRAITS

gaming set
arcane focus
1x fine set of clothes
1x scholar pack
1x common clothes
1x travelers clothes
1x explores pack
1x Spell book + Pact + sermon book w magic
8x rations
3x potions (I, II, V)
1x pic with burgormeister wife and stamp (85% certainty the burgormeister did it)
1x map 150 of battle field by ciderfall
1x lock heavy (from the cellar door)
1x fur cape (giant Elk)
2x rocks
1x Fire red gem (apple size)
1x Emerald peacock
TREASURE
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Warlock great old one
SPELLCASTING
CLASS

0

3

CANTRIPS

16(3)

13

5

SPELLCASTING
ABILITY

SPELL SAVE DC

SPELL ATTACK
BONUS

6

Eldritch blast (VS) 120ft 1 action

Mage hand (VS) 30ft 1min 1 action
Chill touch (VS) 120ft 1 round 1 action
Viscious mockery

Spare the dying
light

SPELL
LEVEL

1

SLOTS TOTAL

2

PR

ED

EPAR

SLOTS EXPENDED

7

2nd level spells
SPELL NAME

Pact Book

Unseen servant 1 action 60ft (Ritual)

Dissonat whispers (V) 60ft, 1 action
Hex (VSM salamandar eye) conc 90 ft, bonus action

4

Phantasimal force

SPELLS KNOWN

shatter 6 ft 1 action (3d8 or 1/2 if save)

8
unseen servant

2

5
9
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